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ABSTRACT. The height distribution of ionization in the composite I'-region is 
calculated on the n.ssumptioii.s that the sctle height (/.c., the temperature) incrca.scs and 
the recombination coefficient decreases with height in this region. The recombination 
coefficient is assumed to varv in terms of the reduced liciglit, that is the heiglit (above 
Fi max) measured in terms of the .scale height and not in terms of the actual height a.« had 
been done earlier by P. Mitra in making similar calculations. The present assumption 
automatically takes into account the effect of rising temperature on the value of the 
recombination coefficient Height di.stribution curves for high and low latitude stations 
are drawn for typical summer and winter conditions in tlie high atmosphere in the P-regi'on. 
It is found that when the possible effects of ionospheric tidal drifts are taken into account, 
the forms of the distribution curve.‘', as also the sepr ration between the F] and Pj-lnyers, 
agree with tho.se deduced from observational data. The invcstigatirni lends support to the 
hypothesid that the ionosphtric regi ms I'l and F j belong to a common bank of ionization 
produced by a common ionizing radiation fioin the .sun.
r. 1 N T R t )  I) U C T  I O N
According to current ideas, the higher regions of the ionosphere, F , and 
F j, owe their ionizations to a common ionizing radiation from the sun Uhe 
radiation ionizing t) atom at its first ionization potential). It is supposed 
that owing to the peculiar physical characteristics of the atmosiiherc prevail­
ing in these high regions and/or due to air motions resulting from tidal 
forces, two ionization maxima, instead of the usual single one due to the 
Chapman proccss» are produced in a single hank of ionization. The physical 
characteristics that lead to this double maxima are two-fold, namely, increase 
of temperature (i.e., scale height) and rapid decrease of recombination 
coefficient with height from above the K,-iiiaximnni. These may be compared 
to the two opposite effects, viz. decreasing intensity of ionizing radiation and 
increasing density of ionizable particles with depth of penetration of the 
solar rays which lead to the production of the Chapman maximum of ioniza­
tion. This idea regarding the process of bifurcation of the F-region into F , 
and F2 was first suggested by Mohlcr (11^40) and was later extended by 
Bates and Massey (1946).
The tidal hypothesis for the production of the double maxima was put 
forward by Martyn (1947;. According to this hypothesis the Fa-maximum 
is produced above the normal Fj-maximuni by the vertical motion of ions 
ander the influence of geomagnetic field. However, though the effects of 
♦  CommunJeated by Prof. S. K . Mitra.
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tides is considered to be significant in modifying the parameters of the F2- 
rcgion, it does not appear to be large enough to produce the two maxima.
As a test of the first hypothesis one may examine quantitatively if 
the observed rates of decrease of recombination coefficient and increase of 
temj)cratiire with height do actually lead to the bifurcation process. A closer 
test would be to see if the various phenomena associated with bifurcation 
diurnal, seasonal and latitudinal variations of the Fi-Fo separation 
follow as necessary consequences of the probable height variation of these 
two parameters. The simpler first-mentioned test was carried out by A. P. 
Mitra (1952). lie  made a detailed study of the doubling process of the F- 
region by taking the effects of the changing scale height and changing 
recombination coefficient into account. His formula, however, gave a steady 
increase of ionization density witli height in the F^-regioii under equilibrium 
condition (i.r., for d Nl dt^ o) .  He, therefore, argued that the equilibrium 
condition is seldom attained in this region and introduced a correction 
factor for the same. When this was done, a second ionization maximum 
corresponding to the F.-layer was obtained.
In the present pajicr the hypothesis is examined anew with a somewhat 
modified assuniption regarding the nature of the height variation of the 
recombination coefficient (ex;. It is assumed that a i.s a function of the
reduced height c == h - h o
11
rather than simply of the height h as assumed
by A. P. ]\Iitra. This assumption makes the initial late of fall of a with 
lieight much shaipcr and automatically takes into account the effects of 
varying temperature. Further, it is found that when llie possible effects 
of ionospheric tidal drifts are supeiposed, the form.s of the distributions, 
as also the observed variations of the h\-F2 separation, agree with the 
observed data.
The assumptions made regarding the variations of teinperatuie and 
rcconihination coefficient with Iieiglit aie based on observed data and discussed 
in the following section.
A S S U M P T I O N S  M \ I) W H (t \ R D 1 X O T IT U P H Y  S I C A L 
1* R  O P Iv R T 1 S 0  V r  II K U P P K R \ T M O S P H K R 1C A T 
T II K V - R  P: G I () N H K I G H 'I'
Evidences, partly direct and paitly indirect e.g,, works of Martyn and 
Pulley HQ36) and rocket data ^Mitra, 1952, p. 549) indicate that the upper 
atmospheric temperature begins to lise from a height of about 85 km, and 
that the rise continues up to about 400 km, after wdiich the temperature falls 
gradually with height, to merge itself with the interstellar temperature. 
The exact nature of the temperature rise with height is not known hut it is 
generally assumed to be linear, the standard temperature distribution 
adopted by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, U .S.A . and
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the temperature disliibntioii in the 'model atmosphere' as assumed by 
Oersoii (igsi). Of course, all the methods of temperature determuialion in 
the h .-region are indirect and the conclusion of l\laeda and Tukada, 
It, therefore, seems that tlie theory involving the temperature of the 
^a-region is unnatuial” , can hardly he refuted. But in the present state 
of our know ledge and technique wc have to he satisfied with these results.
We may, therefore, write, foi* the temperature T at any height h as,
T = T ,  i bh
where 7'y is the tempralure at the reference level (h—n) and b is the height 
gradient.
vSince the scale heiglit is detiacd h y ' / / ~/\ 7'yS>;g, one may iiiso write,
7/ — /\ ( 'I' hh)I }}ig -  Hi, + />//. ... (I)
^vhere =  /\ 'J\ / mjy
and ft is the scale height gradient  ^The variation of g uith height is 
neglected), 7"„ and b vary with the hour of the day and the season of the 
year and we shall adopt the distributions as given by (icison. It may he 
mentioned in tins conuecrioii that the value of T (and hence of 77’ , as 
adopted in the model atmosphere of (lerson, was obtained not only from 
electron concentration hut also from collisional frerptency and Inminosity 
curves and filter photographs of iiortiieni aurorae. Thus one is justified in 
assuming these values for finding the electron distribution in the l''-i’egion.
Regarding the variation of recombination coefficient in the I'-regioii, 
ionospheric observations show that it is much less (aliout one order) in the h'a- 
regiou than in the h\--rcgion. It is also satisfactory to note that according 
to the theoretical expicssions for the recombination coefficient, or rather 
the effective recombination coefficient (a) lliat have been suggested -a 
will decrease with height. For exanijile, wc have two expressions for a, 
both due to Bales aud Mas.sey (19.16, 1950).
y — I Aot,
Ihi
a i d ) n ( i ))
where A =
and
Ne
Jn the above expressions,
7?"-coefficient of attachment of electrons to neutral atoms and 
molecules ;
»i =  number density of neutral particles ; 
iV,,=mimber density of electrons ;
BATyj =  rate of loss of negative ions due to photo-detachment of electron^ ; 
otf =  coefficient of mutual neutralisation of positive and negative ions ; 
a\d) = coefficient of dissociative recombination ; 
n(0)=number density of oxygen atoms.
It is seen that according to the first expression, cx diminishes with height
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Ixjcausc n decreases and increases with height in the Fj-region. The same 
is also true for the second expression because n(0) decreases and Ng increases 
with height.
It may also be mentioned that according to some investigators, the 
variation of (X in the Fo-region may be attributed to the height variations 
of temperature and pressure in this legion (Baral and Mitra, 1951)
On account of these complicating factors, it is not possible, in the present 
state of our knowledge, to give any law of height variation of a that may be 
strictly acceptable on theoretical grounds. One has, therefore, to be satisfied 
with empirical relations as may be considered to represent best the observed 
facts of height variation. We have adopted in our calculation the relation
(i +ac)*
where <Xo is the value of a in the Fi-region where it is known to be sensibly 
constant with height. The multiplication factor a and the power index n are 
so chosen as to yield ap[)roxiinaiely the observed variation of cx with height. 
It may be mentioned that A. P. Mitra also took a similar power law of varia-
Figs. 1(a) and (b). Variations of a with r: for high and low latitude stations as assumed 
in the calculations. The crosses indicate the observed values : 
(a) for low latitude station, Calcutta and (b) for high latitude station, 
Slough. It will be noticed that the curve for the assumed parameter 
values, namely, a=2, n«3, for curve (a) and 0=3, n=2 for curve (b) 
approximately pass through the mean positions of the observed values,
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tion in his calculations, the exponent (n) being assumed by him to lie between 
2 and 3. In our calculations, wc have taken « —3 and a =  2 for low latitude 
stations and w =  2 and a =  3 for high latitude stations. The calculated height 
variation of a with these values of a and w, reseml)lo approximately the 
mean observed variation of (x in the regions concerned. This is shown in 
figures I ia) and i(h). The observed values of the paramclers used in calcula­
ting the experimental points in the graphs are shown in Tables 1(a) and 1(h).
Calcutta (low^  latitude) data
Month and year a fu f l -
January, 1953 2XJO"^0 300 70 1.4
February, 1953 1.7 X IO“ ®^ 330 I S
August, 1946 7 X I no 1.88
vSept ember, 1946 9 2 X 1 0 "*^ 3 S^ 07 1 * '7
November, 1952 3 X 300 S4 1.2
T a u u ; i(h)
vSlough (high latitude) data
Month and year a h„,
!
r:
February, 1951 3.5X 10**® -’75 1.18
April, 1951 3-gX jo"l® 290 60 1.
May, 1951 2 X io"*o 3*5 72 i.f)
June, 1951 1 35X 10’ ®^ 360 84 1.91
July. 1951 1.25 X10" ®^ 3b s 80 2.10
September, 1951 3<9X 10"*® 275 62.5 1.2
October, 1951 gX lo'^o 25s 54 1.01
December, 1951 2 X 10"® 235 43 0.8
a for 200 km has been taken as 4x1 0  ® (Mitia, 1952, p 291'. Cases for whicJi the 
height of maximum ionization density is less than 400 km have only been considered. 
The simplified relation, as used in the calculations, does not hold good for > 400 km. 
doe to the fall of temperature above this height
The calculations for the Slough data and some of the Calcutta data have fjeen 
done by the author using the well known method of Appleton. Other data of 
Calcutta have been taken from the calculations of Haral and Mitra (1951) 
In Appleton’s methods of calculation we have,
d l
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for values of li for hours, equally spaced on the two sides of local noon. 
The sul)scrii)ts J  and H give llie values for these two equally spaced hours.
Knowing the zenith angle of the sun, the value of q for noon is calculated 
and then » for noon is obtained from the formula,
dN
« =  ^ 2
Now if we assume that Co is the height up to which the Fj-region condi- 
lion prevails, (i,c- remains seDsii'ily conslanl) we
: [for c <  e.J ]
' . . .  ( 2 )and « = >  -7 " -Tn-T, ; [ f o r c > = „ j
In the analysis lo follow, only the noon-time condition (for d N / d i - o )  
has been considered. This is because analytical solution is possible for this 
case only. Analysis for the pemral case has not been attempted because the 
calculalioiis would have been loo laborious, involving successive approxi­
mation. This study has l een reserved for a future communication.
3. vS T R r  C T u  R n o  V T H U  C v t ]M p O S I 'I' H !*■  R K G T O N
in tlie ideal case of an isotheimal atmosphere witli constant recombina­
tion coeflicieiil and monochromatic ionizing radiation, the distribution of 
ionization with heipht under equilibrium condition is given by the well 
known Chapman ^1931) formula,
wheic N„ =  maximum ionization density (for c' =  x=o) formed at a height ho.
N = ionization density at any height /i, measured from the reference 
level.
X = solar zenith angle.
This formula, however, is not applicable to regions above the E-region 
because both scale height (i.e. tein[)crature) and recombination coefficient 
vary with height.
In the major portion of the F,-region, though H varies appreciably with 
height, the recombination coefficient does not do ^o. In this case if cx is 
regarded as constant, we can write the variation of N with height, after 
Nicolet (1951) as
.V- n ; ? " - — ... (4)
Now, the time rate of change of ionization, when the tidal effect is neglected, 
is given by
d f (5)
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where, q =  xhe rate of ion production at a h e i g h t t h e  variation of which 
with height is (according to Nicolcl)
pd-f/nn-.q qo^ ^
For equilibrium condition (near noonj d S Hence, .V=\/t//<x.
Substituting the values of q from (6i and  ^ from [2) (for !> 
above expression,
V -  -i a[z -  I" -
' fi-
(61
in the
where,
Or
11
(I
( I -  : — h o(’ 1
Hence, for the ionization distribution of the composite F-iegion,
A' . .  ‘ '-‘M*-')
A'n
and iV
a
; I f(M c <  Co I
( 1  - ~ ^ ' C C  V  ■ 1
[for >  .r„J
(7)
( H « )
{Sb}
Tile actual value of r.„ is a matter of guess-work, ll must be positive 
/ i\ above nonijal P',-maximnin level (ho) but cannot be very large ; for, we 
know from experimental observali<ms that the F\-rcgion conditions begin 
from only a little distance abovL /?„. Considering these, c,, has Ixen taken 
as 0.5, which is (juite leasonable.
In plotting the ionization distribution cm ve with height f/i). it is to be 
noted that,
ih _  ~Jlo
 ^ ~ 11 llo + fth
For simplifying the calciilalions, let the reference level he at //„, ftoin which 
the lieight is to be measured i.v, let ns put //o" o.
Then,
h , HoZ
f/ .+ w ,
where Hu is the ficale height at /i<i.
As hu is at F , .... 2 rei>resciits hei«ht in terms of scale height measurefi
from the maximum of F ,. Now, the F'l-maxitmim is formed at height of 
about 200 km and from experimental observations it is known that the value 
of a (Mitra, 1952, page 55.3) at 200 km (i.c. H„) is about 50 in summer 
and 35 in winter. With these data the height variation of ionization can be 
represented directly in terms of h, as has been done in figures 2-5.
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Fig. Variation of ionization density with height as obtained by putting Hq — so km, 
/3=o.25, fl =  2, *^ — 3 I'^qn. (8a) a iu l8(/>). The eurvo represents a typical 
ionization distribution at high latitudes in summer noon.
Fig. 3- Variation of ioniration density with height as obtained by putting H|,s=3s km, 
a —2, n = 3 in Kqs. (8a) and 8 (b). The curve represents a typical 
ionization distribution at high latitudes in winter noon.
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Fi^. /I Variation c>f ioniza­
tion density with ht‘ight as 
obtained b> putting f/(,--50 
kin, $ = 0 , 2 5  a —3. « -2 in
rCtps. (Sa) and (8/>). The curve 
represents a typical ionization 
distribution at low latitudes 
,*11 Slimmer noon.
Fig. 5. \'ariation of ioniza­
tion density w'ith height as 
obtained by putting Ho**35 
km, )3 =o.2 ,a = 3. » = 2 in Kqs. 
(8a) and (8b). The curve 
represents a typical ionization 
distribution at low latitudes in 
winter noon.
//
ife
a—1852P—2
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1. For low laiiiudcs :
(a) Summer noon condition^ X =  o° (figure 2). We assume the value of p 
to be 0.25. For the adjustable parameters a and w, we assume values a = 2 , 
n — As already incRtioncd thOvSe values of a and n are chosen to suit 
approximately the observed height variation of «x at low latitude stations. 
The figure shows two distinct maxima of ionization. The F2-layer has a 
very large semi-thickness and the Fy mux is situated at a height of about 400 
km from the F i mux- The results correspond well with experimental observa­
tion, particularly when the tidal effects are taken into account.
(b) Winter noon condition, \  (figure 3). In this case the values of 
a and n are kept the same as in figure 2. Only a lower value of p ( =  0.20) 
is taken, as the temperature gradient is lower in winter. In this case also 
two distinct maxima in ionization distribution are observed. But the 
scmi-thickness of the Fa'region has become much smaller—Fomax being 
situated at a height of about 200 km fiom the F] max- This lowered height of 
Fa mui is due to decreased temperature in winter. It is also to be noted that 
the winter height of the Fj-maximum is situated about 10 km above the 
summer height. Thus we .see that though the height of Fo mux changes by 
a large amount from summer to winter that of F j max remains practically the
same. The ionization density ratio is, however, much larger in winter
than is shown in the figure. This large value of N„,2 in winter is due to 
tidal effects as explained qualitatively in the next section.
2. F01 vtiddle and high laiHudcs :
(a) Summer noon condition , x =  20° (figure 4). The value of /3 is 
assumed to be equal to 0.25 as in figure 2. The value of a and n are, 
however, taken respectively to be 3 and 2. I'his makes the height variation 
of recombination co-efficient slightly less sharp than its value in low latitudes, 
as is supposed to lie the case. Here also the Fa-region is very thick, and the
N„.
4. I O N I Z A T I O N  d i s t r i b u t i o n  W I T H  H R I GII
; is formed at a height of about 250 km above F j is 2.8. All
these results agree well with the experimental observations in middle and 
slightly higher latitudes, specially when the tidal corrections are made.
(b) Winter noon condition ; 60° (figure 5). As in the case of low
latitude stations, the value of ^ is taken to be 0.2, a little lower than that of 
the summer noon value. The values of a and n are taken to be the same. 
It is to be noted that the normal Fi-maximum (under the condition of 
constant recombination coefficient) lies above the point 2« due to the large 
value of X. There is only one maximum in the ionization distribution curve 
of the composite F-region formed at a height of about 140 km above fe.- 
This is what is observed in high latitude stations in winter. From this it
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may be concluded lliat if the solar zenith aii‘^ le is larj;ci than a certain given 
value, so that the iionnal Fi-iuaxiiTiiuii occurs above the point the actual 
value of Co depending on local conditions- then thcie will be a single 
maximum in the F-region at noon i.c. there is no bifurcation.
The ionization distribution in the very high latitude stations and in 
the auroral zones is largely governed I)y ionizations caused by impact of 
charged particles and hence it cannot be represented by equations. (Sa) and 
(Sh). Also, on tue magnetic equator at Iluaiieayo), tlie ionization distri­
bution is rendered complicated by the strong current system (electro-jet) 
flowing over it. Excepting these special regions, c<piatioiis (8a) and (8h) give 
for other parts of the globe, the noon lime ionization distribution more or 
less correctly, subject to the tidal influences which are discussed below.
5. M O D I V 1 C A T I O N I N  'V II K I () N I Z A 'I' 1 O N 
D I S T R I B U T I O N  1) U I<: T O  T I D A L
u V V V. c  r s
According to Martyii (ic)i7) eciuation (5) is modified as follows in presence 
of tidal effects:
f  (Nv)
at dz (9)
where v is the vertical ionic drift velocity, lucasurcd positively doivtiwards. 
For conditions in the F.-region, Martyn solved this equation with the
approximation that iq-aN^)  is negligible compared to , (Nv).
dz A. P. Milra
(1951) has made an accurate analysis for the night lime condition/.c.  ^n* 
g ~ o )  and recently Weiss (1953) has made a generalised analysis of Ivq. Uj) 
under the condition of a constant recombination co-cflicient. All these 
calculations show ihat tidal effects modify the ionization distribution in the 
Fo-region, as deduced from Eqs. (S«) and (.>6) ; and that the modifications 
are such as to make them more in accord with the observed results.
It is to be noted that, on account of the high recombination co-efficient 
at lower heights, the ionization density of the undisturbed Fa-region will 
decrease when the drift velocity is downwards and will increase when it is 
upwards. The separation between the two layers (Id and Id ) will thus 
always increase for downward drift and generally decrease for upward drift. 
We have used ‘generally’ for the latter, because if the gradient of drift is 
steep in the upper part of the iD-region, then an upwaid drift may cause 
an increase of separation.
Now, calculations by Martyn show that for low latitude stations in 
summer, the drift is downwards at noon. As a result of this, the maximum 
ionization density of the F2-region is decreased, and the separation between 
F i and F2, which is already large, increases further. At such latitudes in 
winter, there is a reversal of phase of the drift velocity somewhere between 
the F i and F2-layers, A t ihe level of reversal the amplitude of v must be
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very small. As such, there is very little modification in the maximum 
ionization density at this level. The separation between the two regions, 
however, increases considerably in the winter due to the large downward 
drift of ions in the upper part of the Fg-region.
For high latitudes in summer, the drift velocity is found to be down­
wards in the forenoon , though, the magnitude of the drift is not very large. 
This causes some decrease in the maximum ionization density of F2 and 
increases further the already large separation between F i and F2. Further, 
in such latitudes, in winter, there is a small upward drift at noon. This 
increases the maximum ionization density of F2 and helps the merging 
together of the two regions, decreasing their separation, if any.
We thus see that as a result of contribution by the tidal drifts, the 
separation between F i and Fg at low latitudes is large both in summer and 
in winter (the summer separation being relatively large due to increased 
temperature) ; but at middle and high latitudes it is large only in summer 
(Ghosh, 1953). In winter, the separation is small at middle latitudes. This 
further diminishes with increase of latitude and ultimately vanishes in high 
latitudes where the two regions merge together.
6. D I S C U S vS 1 O N
Simple inspection of the curves in figures 2-5 shows that when the re­
combination co-cfficient is decreasing and the scale height is increasing with 
height, then, if the .solar zenith angle is not very large, a secondary 
maximum is produced above the normal Fi-maximum. But, if the solar 
zenith angle is very large (as in winter at high latitude stations) only a 
single maximum is produced in the F-region. It is formed slightly above 
the height where the normal Pi-niaximum would have been, and has a larger 
ionization density.
The above results at once explain the diurnal variation of Fi-Fa-separa- 
tion when and where such separation exists. In the morning, as the solar 
zenith angle is very large, the max is formed above Zo and hence there is 
no bifurcation, only one maximum being formed. As the sun moves up in 
the sky, Fjmax comes down (below z j  and two distinct maxima are formed. 
As the solar zenith angle decreases further with the approach of noon, the 
height of F i max goes down further and due to the increase in the 
temperature above, Fo m«x moves up (at a much fastei rate). Thus, with 
advance of the day, F1-F2 separation increases, being maximum at about noon. 
The reverse process takes place in the afternoon hours w^ hen the solar zenith 
angle increases. Near sunset, max moves up above Zq the two layers 
merge together.
The slight irregularities observed in the diurnal variation of F j  max are 
also explained by Eq. (8a). From experimental observations it is known 
that in low and middle latitude stations, the diurnal variation of Fi-region  
critical frequency is approximately given by (cos instead of by
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(cos as given by the Chapman law. This is explained by liq. (Sa),
j-f/i
according to which the diuinal variation should be given by c^os ♦
which, for ^ =  0.2 (as taken 1,is (cos x)“‘^
In discussing the results of calculations it should be noted that the 
curves drawn in figures. 2—5 are only illustrative and not representative of 
actual conditions prevailing in any particular station. It is also to be 
mentioned that the effect of fall of temperature with height above 400 km 
has not been considered in our simplified calculations. The calculated 
heights of F3  max, which are above 400 km, arc to be leduced to ceitain 
extent due to the effect of this negative temperature gradient. At very low 
latitudes (near the equator) both H,, and ft are liigh throughout the year. 
As such, the ionization distribution (neglecting the tidal corrections) should 
be almost the same throughout the year, analogous to that hi figure 2. The 
seasonal variation of ionization densities and separations in these sta­
tions, as observed, are mainly due to tidal effects as explained in the para­
graph 4 of tlie previous section. As pointed out in that jiaragraph, the 
tidal effect causes the niaxiinuin ionization density of the Fa-region to 
decrease in summer and the Fj-Fa separation to increase in both the summer 
and winter solstices. Also, at high latitudes in winter, //„ is much smaller 
and ho is at a lower height. Hence, the single ionization maxinnnn in the F- 
region is produced at a much lower heiglit, being just above the height 
where the normal summer-time Fj mnv would have Iieeii. This lowering is 
further helped by a small upward tidal drift as discussed in the paiagraph 5 
of the previous section.
During periods of high solar activity the enhanced solar ionizing radia­
tion increases the rate of ion production (q) and raises the temperature level 
(both Ho and ft) in the F-rcgioii tliroughoul the globe (excepting at high 
latitude stations in winter). A sa  result, there is increa.scd ionization and 
increased separation between the F  ^and Fo-layers during such periods (Ghosh, 
■ 1953)* (In winter at high latitudes, due to very large zenith angle of the sun 
and very small daylight hours, the upper alniosphcric tetiqjerature, in so far 
as it is controlled by the absorption of solar radiations, is very little affected 
by solar activity).
It thus appears that ICqs. (8a) and (8h; derived on the hypothesis that 
F i and F2 belong to a common bank of ionization can explain all the 
so-called ‘anomalous' behaviours of the Fa-region when proper values of the 
parameters Ho, /?, a and n are introduced in Kqs. (Sa) and (Sb) and account 
is taken of the relevant tidal effects. The equations arc applicable to the 
F i cum Fa conditions at all points on the globe, excepting over the auroral 
regions and over the magnetic equator, for reasons already explained.
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